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President’s Message

Editorial Changeover

Jerry Wolfe

Steve Bloom

Our 2010 conference at
Barberville was a success. We
were able to honor our founding
members as well as continue our
goals of educating people
concerning blacksmithing
techniques. A BIG thank you to
Mark Stone our program
chairman and to our 25th Year
Celebration Committee, chaired
by Clyde Payton for giving us a
great conference.
2010 Conference - Our treasurer
has given some statistics about our conference:
Registrations – 112; Income including T-shirts, pins and
auction = $16,756; Conference Expenses including purchase
of T-shirts and 25 yr pins = $12,328’ NET INCOME = $4,428
IT’s GREAT to be back in the BLACK.
NEW MEMBERS - I would like to welcome our new members
– Kirk Sullens & Helen Donnel of Mount Dora; Phil & Tabitha
Collins of Jacksonville; Sky Campbell & Sarah Winds of
Gainesville; Leslie Tharp of Gainesville; Rick Hanshew & Lynn
Yarborough of Geneva; Mark Dykes of Gainesville; H. Wayne
& Holly Pelt of Crawfordville. Please seek out these new
members at a local meeting and get acquainted; you can
probably learn something from them.
With our January 2011 issue of the Clinker Breaker we are
transitioning to a new Editor – Kim Wendt. Please make it
easy for this transition by getting your input to Kim before the
10th of the month. Thank you Kim for being willing to take on
this big task.
I would like to give a very special THANK YOU to Steve
Bloom for his many years of dedicated service to FABA as our
News Letter Editor. GREAT JOB STEVE. Steve will continue
as our WebMaster.
(continued on Page 4)

I am close to having edited a 100 issues of the newsletter
(that is what comes of serving four two-year terms) and I
want to express my great appreciation to the coordinators
of the regions - without them, there would have been a lot
more white space to fill! I also would like to thank the
presidents for providing support and a column to help fill
the space (notice a theme here - more on this later).
I will continue serving as the Webmaster
(smith@blacksmithing.org) while your new editor is Kim
Wendt (editor@blacksmithing.org), so make a note of the
address - that’s where to send material for the newsletter.
The deadline continues to be the 10th of the month for the
next issue, so don’t procrastinate. Kim has been the Editor
in the past and will do a fine job for you but it’s not just her
responsibility - it’s also yours.
It’s your newsletter and it ought to have material that is
relevant to you. You have to tell the Editor what you would
like to see - more pictures of meetings, more ‘how-to-do-it’
articles, or whatever. From this side of the divide, the Editor
often feels like he or she is shouting into a black hole - no
feedback and no contributions makes keeping the energy
levels up even more difficult. After we drop the columns,
reports, schedule, and boilerplate (addresses, legal notices,
etc.) into place, there are usually 5 pages to be filled - and
you should be helping fill them!
If you see a neat tool or a neat idea, take a picture, make a
sketch, and send it in. If you’ve stumbled across a great
website, a great product, or a useful book, send it in! If you
have just finished a project or made / invented a new tool,
send it in! Kim cannot generate the material out of the air
(though I certainly did fill the space with a lot of hot air).
While there are some of us who know everything
(hmmm..right), I can guarantee that there are folks in the
readership who will appreciate you sharing whatever lite
your fires - if it is new to you, it will be new to others, so
share. It’s easier to redraw / retype material that to create it
de novo, so don’t let the quality of the presentation stop
you - it’s the information that is important, so --all together
now -- SEND IT IN!
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Upcoming Events
The calender includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.
Come to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE3rd, SW-4th except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings
around the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most
meetings run from 9AM to 4PM and you’ll need to bring lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please
contact the Regional Coordinators:
Northeast Region Mitch Widham
386-673-0174
mwidham@cfl.rr.com
Northwest Region Billy Christie
850-421-1386
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
Southeast Region
Ralph Nettles
561-747-5489
ralphnettles@msn.com
Southwest Region Lisa Ann Connor
813-977-3743
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

December 2010
NE 04 see the 11th
NE 11 Alan & Chloe Hardwicke’s - Christmas Party
SW 11 Patrick & Bethany Allen-Ford's forge: 5352
Wauchula Road, Myakka, FL, 34251
NW 11 Rex and Mary Ellen Anderson’s shop in
Monticello, FL.
SE 18 Unknown
SW 25 Merry Christmas

NE Region

NW Region

N
E

W
S

SE Region
Boy Scout Camp: from I-95 exit go east
onto Indiantown Rd, go north (left) onto
Island Way (1st traffic light). Stay on it
until it ends at Country Club Dr. Go
left—it ends at the entrance to Boy
Scout Camp.
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Future Events
NW Jan 08 Jeff and Brooke Mohr’s shop, Mockingbird
Forge in Crawfordville, FL

NW Feb12 Juan Holbrook’s in Gainesville, FL.
NW Mar 12 Clyde & Vi Payton’s in Monticello, FL.
SW Mar 26 Trez Cole's shop: hammer making by Brian
Brazeal. Please bring a covered dish to share for pot
luck lunch and items for Iron in the hat.

In Memoria - Tico Rubio
Steve Bloom
FABA has lost one of our
pillars. Tico passed away on
Nov.2 and is survived by his
wife, Maggie. Tico was a
farrier, was instrumental in
creating and maintaining the
shop at Barberville and was
active in its teaching function.
He served as President of
FABA and was a valued friend
and fellow smith. There will
not be a memorial service - as
Tico (paraphrasing Maggie):
:If you couldn’t come by and
say hello when I was alive,
don’t sweat it when I’m
gone”. He will be missed.

Report from the Southwest
Lisa Ann Connor
The SW Region gathered
in the small but nicely
equipped shop at the
Pinellas
Pioneer
Settlement on Saturday,
September 25th. We were
hosted by Ross Embry,
and had several former
(and some not-yet)
members join us for Trez
Cole's demonstration of a
unique
Alaskan
candleholder. Martin
Reinhart's father shared
these cute hooks he picked
up on his Alaskan trip! We
talked through the final
plans for the yard-art for
the Barberville auction,
and decided to postpone
our buck-in-the-bucket so
we could spend more

money at Barberville!
The SW Region held
a gathering at Wolfe
Forge on Saturday,
October 23rd; Jerry
Wolfe not only
hosted, but also
demonstrated
several items and
techniques picked up
in his travels this
year! Working with

two 4-lobed copper-templates, he put together a very sturdy
copper flower with the eager assistance of 10-year old twins,
Mike & Matt Shoemaker. FABA Founder Jim Tucker was
another most-welcome guest, and he demonstrated his
methods for making dragon heads. Thanks to Jim's donation
of the demo-piece, our buck-in-the-bucket raised $59!!!
Our next SW Region gathering will be held on Saturday,
December 11th . Trez Cole and several other folks will be
demonstrating Holiday Treats, Tricks and Trinkets!

Notices, For Sales & Want Ads
Board Meeting
The meeting will be a telephone conference on Jan 20, 2011
at 6PM.

Digital Distribution
You have the opportunity to save a tree, save FABA money
and get the Clinker Breaker almost before anyone else and
in color to boot. Just send an e-mail message to either the
Editor or Treasurer* asking to be put on the list (and join 50
of your fellow members) and you’ll start getting the CB
around the 13th (about two weeks before the hard copies go
out and you’ll get first crack at the stuff listed for sale!)
*Editor@blacksmithing.org; Treasurer@blacksmithing.org
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BLACKSMITH COAL:
$35 per 100 lb bag (Pickup only) & details - Pioneer Settlement,
contact the Settlement at 386-749-2959 or 386-749-2087 or
mail your order with payment to PSCA/COAL, P.O. Box 6,
Barberville, FL 32105. Accepted forms of payment: cash,
money orders, checks, MasterCard and Visa.

2011 Knife-Making Workshop
There is a slots still available. See the November issue for
details.

History Corrections
In spite of diligent attention to accuracy, errors do creep in.
The FABA 25 Year History piece of the October Issue is the
Subject-in-Point. Readers are asked to please read "FABA Its First 25 Years" with care for accuracy and completeness;
and share with me "what should have been said". Probably
this summary report will become increasingly important over
time as the "go-to-article" for the early history of our
organization - it should be entirely accurate. My e-mail
address: luec@nettally.com; U.S. Postal Service address:
2816 Terry Rd., Tallahassee, Fl. 32312; and my phone number:
850-386-9246.
Skeeter Prather

President’s Message (from Pg.1)
Social Networking – A new page for FABA has been created
on Facebook. If you say “what’s Facebook”; this message is
not for you. If you are on Facebook, this is an attempt to
COMMUNICATE what is going on with FABA. Meetings,
demonstrations, special events, etc will be highlighted to
inform. If you want to join you are welcome to post
“information” articles.
As we look to the next year (yes, it’s just around the corner)
and making plans we will be needing your ideas of what
interests you and what do you want to be involved with. If
you hear about an especially good demonstrator or some
special interest, let your coordinator know, so we can plan
accordingly.
As I write this we are thinking of Thanksgiving and I am
especially thankful for all the volunteers who make FABA a
successful organization. All the official officers as well as
dozens of volunteers at local meetings make our club a viable
group for the future. Thank you one and all.
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING – If I was still in Ohio, I
would give you a warning about CO poisoning since I would
be working in a CLOSED SHOP. I’m sure there are some folks
in Florida who work in a closed shop, so please be careful to
monitor CO lever – CO instruments are relatively inexpensive
when you consider your health. Not only forges can give off
CO; but space heaters and vehicles are many times the REAL
culprit of CO poisoning. BE AWARE of sources of CO.

ABANA 2010 Board Election Results
Reported by Rome H. Hutchings, ABANA Member Services.
The successful candidates are:
* Gerald Boggs
* Lance Davis
* Ray Nager
* Amy Pieh
* Linda Tanner
Congratulation to Ray Nager from Lakeland FL.

Dragon Door Knocker
Mike Spenser shared his dragon door knocker with the
TheForge (reference: http://home.tallships.ca/mspencer/
gallery/img/dragon-knocker.jpg) --forged body, wings are 16
gauge sheet -- nice idea, no?
And see how easy it would be to help Kim by sending in neat
items like this one!
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Tricks with a Metal Cutting Lathe
Steve Bloom

Threading a Rod
One item a friend / customer has me fabricate are sets of
hooks used to suspend his rifle collection from the ceiling.
The design of the racks require the upper end of the hook to
be threaded (1/4x20) for about a 1/2 inch. It’s not easy to
thread a rod using a hand die and if you have to thread
dozens of rods, it’s a decided pain., so I went looking for a
solution.
What I came up with is shown below. First, I dug an old,
chewed up drill chuck rescued from my shop fire (20 years
ago - smiths never throw out something with some life left in
them!). The chuck was worn, covered with fire scale and
locked up solid. A bit of soaking in Kroil (from Kano Labs)
broke it free. I
purchased a
Morse Taper
(#2) with the
appropriate
Jacobs taper for
the chuck (6 JT
@ $4.22) from
Enco so it could
fit into the
tailstock on my
Logan lathe.
Figure 1: Drill chuck, die & spacer
Next,
I
discovered that some tiny 1/4x20 hex dies I had in the reserve
just happened to fit into the chuck. The chuck wasn’t quite
capable of holding the die as tightly as I would like, but
slipping a length of pipe of a convenient diameter (plus a
copper shim) behind the die solved that problem (Fig.1).
To thread a rod (Fig.2), I grind a pint onto the end of the rod,
then lock the rod into the lathe chuck. I loosely insert the drill
chuck into the tail stock so the drill chuck can still rotate.

The tailstock is slid towards the rod until the die contacts the
rod and I turn the drill chuck by hand until it starts to bite. A
set of channel locks is positioned to grasp the drill chuck.
The channel locks are closed (preventing the drill chuck
from moving), and using the chuck key as a handy lever, the
lathe chuck is spun CCW a half turn. I then release the piler’s
grip, and spin the lathe chuck back to the starting point.
Repeat 10 to 11 times completes the job.
The advantage of this scheme is that the rod is held precisely
at right angles to the die and there is plenty of mechanical
advantage. The process takes maybe a minute or two per rod.

Marking a Center
One of the usual procedures when using a metal cutting lathe
is to drill a small depression at the center of one end of the
piece of stock to be lathed. The unmarred end of the stock
goes into the lathe chuck and the live center in the tail stock
is inserted into the depression. The depression is typically
created using a spotting drill bit or a combo drill and
countersink held in a drill chuck inserted into the tail stock.
The stock is locked in the lathe and the tail stock is positioned
and locked down so that business end of the bit is close to
the stock. The stock is spun and the drill bit advanced into
the stock to make a depression exactly at the center of rotation.
Unfortunately, if the drill chuck is 100%, the problem with the
die mentioned above is likely, i.e., the bit or countersink tends
to gradually vanish back into the drill chuck. A small bit of
tubing of the diameter of the bit or a bit smaller dropped into
the chuck behind the bit solves the problem.

Marking Drill Bits
The problem noted above for spotting bits, countersinks
and / or dies also applies to drill bits too - bits tend to get
shoved back into the drill chuck. While the solution
mentioned above could be used, having a set of tubes or rod
sections standing by isn’t very practical but the solution is
now available. There are bow drill bits with three flats on the
butt end. These are usually sold for use with battery powered
hand drills but they work well on lathes too. I’m a great
believer in the perversity of the universe, i.e., if you have a
backup tool, the one in use will last forever and if you don’t
have a backup, the one in use will break at the most
inconvenient time. Since I use only a few sizes of bits on the
lathe and since, I bought multiple copies of the bits in those
sizes. The problem is now one of storage. How do I mark the
backup so only one of the bits is actually in use and getting
duller? The answer is to melt a blob of wax onto the end of
the bit in reserve. The blob protects the edges and marks the
bit as the one not in use. Wood workers typically do this on
router bits as well.
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of the hinge is attached a piece of angle iron (2” x 2” is a
convenient size). The angle has a 0.25” slot milled into the
leg attached to the hinge at the center of the assembly. The
other leg has a 1/8” thick x 1/2” spacer welded (or bolted)

to the leg just above the hinge. A secondary plate (1/8”
x 2”) is added to the front of the spacer. A 1/4x20 bolt
is welded to the shoe and extends through the slot.
You will have noted by now that I haven’t said anything
about the lengths of these components. For small blades,
maybe 6” is right. For big blades, you might want
something bigger, so it all depends on what you are
making - and there is nothing that prevents you from
making a bunch of these shoes.
Now comes the fun part - the item that actually holds
the blade (Figure 5). The holders are all made of 1/8”

pair of arms welded to the holder and has two strips of
steel bolted to those arms. The tang is locked down by
the strips and the blade can either be place over the
body of the holder or it can protrude to one side of the
holder. Type “C” is for long blades (like swords). The
arms can slide along the spine of the holder into whatever
position provides the best support and clamp onto the
spine of the blade.
The angle is set by the thickness of the blade, the height
of the bevel, and the amount of metal left at the edge
(Figure 6) . Once you have the angle, it’s a simple
matter to put the shoe on a flat surface and use a
protractor to set the angle.
Now the beauty of this design should become apparent.
The shoe is placed to the right of the belt, the blade is
placed (edge up) in the holder with holder in the slot
and the tip of the blade to the left. The left bevel can be
ground. When it’s time to do the other side, just flip the
holder over to put the tip to the right (edge still up), and
move the shoe to the left of the belt. If the holder is
symmetrical and the blade centered in the holder, you
can even grind daggers (Figure 7).

Figure 5: Blade holder designs

x 3” plate and all slip into the slit on the shoe. Holder
“A” is the simplest - a few inches longer than the slot
on the shoe with a strip of steel held to the holder by a
pair of bolts. You slip the tang under the strip, level the
blade relative to the holder and tighten down the bolts.
This type of holder works well with small blades. The
other two are useful for large blades. Type “B” has a
B = Bevel length
W = Width
E = Edge margin
shaded area = to be removed

W

Figure 7: Grinding a dagger

α
Tan(α) = 0/A
α = Arctan(0/A)

A
B
O

Let:
B = 1.0”
W = 0.1875” (3/16)
E = 0.0625” (1/16)
A = 1.0”
O = 0.125”
α = arctan(0.125)=7.125O

Figure 6: Angle calculation

Shop Tips
Phil Collins
At the conference Jordan clamped a porta-saw into a vise
to use it as a vertical band saw. I thought that was pretty
cool and a good way to save money and avoid getting a
more expensive stationary band saw. I found this website
that has another way to secure the porta-saw with even
more stability and cutting table/guide area.
h t t p : / / w w w. s w a g o ff r o a d . c o m /
Porta_band_Modular_Mount_Product.html
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Conference 2010 & FABA’s 25th Anniversary
Clay Spenser

Demonstrators & Teachers

Lisa Ann Connor
Ken Durham

Catching up with friends

Clay Spencer's demo was making a table with decorative
scrolls as well as mortise and tenon joinery. Tim Ryan
purchased the table at the auction.

People's Choice Award : Jordon
Thomas for "Truth Seeker"

The Gallery

Classes

Patrick Ford
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Awards & Recognitions

Charter Members: Left to Right - Clyde Payton, Vi Payton, Skeeter Prather, Peggy Anderson (Walt's widow), Ray Nager, Tycee
Grice, Linda & Willard Smith, Mary & Pete Brandenburg, Jim Corbet, Bill Dietzel, Ben Rogers, Walt Spooner, Ben Ferguson;
Honorary Life Members - Clyde Payton , Willard Smith, Skeeter Prather

Auctions & Anvil Shoots

Very organized ladies "collecting the auction money"
Patty Draper, Vi Payton, Dot Butler, Ann Reynolds

Members Meeting and Buck-in-the-Bucket

plus Tool Sales, Gabbing, Sharing Knowledge, Hanging Out, etc.

Photo Credits: Kirk Sullens, Jim Croft, Jerry Wolfe
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, and preserve the art of
blacksmithing. Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership
includes a subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes. ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint noncopyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

FABA Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Program Chairman
Newsletter Editor
Past President
Trustee NE
Trustee NW
Trustee SE
Trustee SW

Jerry Wolfe
Charles (Hippie) Pate
Dorothy H. Butler
Jim Labolito
Mark Stone
Kim Wendt
Rex Anderson
Kathy Thomas
Ron Childers
Ralph Nettles
Lisa Ann Connor

941-355-5615
850-997-6986
850-539-5742
850-567-6464
850-668-9527
561-626-9782
850.997-2748
386-985-4756
850-878-8537
561-747-5489
813-977-3743

wolfeforge@hotmail.com
-unknownTreasurer@blacksmithing.org
fernforge@comcast.net
markham62@comcast.net
Editor@blacksmithing.org
rexaanderson@embarqmail.com
ramsheadstudios@bellsouth.net
Ron@munlaw.net
ralphnettles@msn.com
melisandeaubrey@hotmail.com

Kim Wendt, Editor; 909 Laurel Road,North Palm Beach;FL 33408; Editor@blacksmithing.org; http://www.blacksmithing.org

FABA MEMBERSHIPAPPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Founding member Southern Blacksmith Association.
Renewal
Date __________ New
Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
Zip
State
City
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

Send application & a membership fee of $25.00 to
Dorothy H. Butler
777 Tyre Rd
Havana FL 32333
Make check out to FABA. Your FABA membership begins when we
receive your payment and lasts one year Membership is for a family.
Don’t list me in the directory [____]
Send me the newsletter via e-mail [____}

1st Class
Postage
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Dorothy H. Butler, Membership Records
777 Tyre Rd
Havana FL 323336
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